Publications
Porto Venere and Orta, the Provinces of Palermo and of Spezis, the international Italian commission for UNESCO, and the Community Consejo of Rome. “We will receive annual investments of more than 1 million dollars,” said the mayor. UNESCO has had a similar program in Tahiti.
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Pacific News Bulletin, 18(5), 2003. 83 Amy Street, Toorak, Private Bag, Suva, Fiji Islands. Email: perc@is.com.fj


Rongorongo Studies. A Forum for Polynesian Philology. 2003, Vol. 13(1). Institute of Polynesian Languages and Literatures. PO Box 6965, Wellesley Street, Auckland, New Zealand. (This issue contains “Distribution and Function of Hawaiian *ana*” by Emily ‘Ioli‘i Hawkins; and “Prophet of the Earth Overturned. Ke‘aulumoku on Early Contact in Hawai‘i”, by John Charlot.)


